
Proposal Maker! 



PROPOSAL MAKER OVERVIEW 
Proposal Maker is a fast and simple program for creating profes-

sional sales proposals and other sales related documents. Pro-

posal Maker contains numerous word processing features such 

as found in Microsoft Word. But more than just a word proces-

sor, the main advantage of Proposal Maker is that it creates pro-

posals automatically from equipment selection and cost com-

parison results obtained from Elite’s AUDIT and RHVAC pro-

grams. As equipment is selected and compared, key results such 

as savings and payback amounts are automatically pasted in 

both text and graphic form into the proposal. Additionally, pic-

tures of the equipment being proposed can be shown as well. 

There is also provision for inserting your own pictures into a 

proposal such as a picture of the old unit that will be replaced or 

a picture of who will install the unit. Proposal Maker is very 

flexible in that multiple proposal formats can be maintained.  

Use a long form format with lots of detail for that college pro-

fessor customer or a short form for a single working parent with 

little time for details. Proposal Maker comes with numerous 

ready to use proposal formats, but you can create any number of 

new custom formats. Besides proposal letters, Proposal Maker 

can also print numerous support documents such as copies of 

customer referral letters, rebate forms, and credit applications, 

even factory literature can be printed for the proposed products! 

In this way, a very persuasive packet of information can be de-

livered to the customer.  The proposal documents can be printed 

and delivered in full color or they can be created as PDF files 

and emailed directly to the customer right from Proposal Maker.  

Dramatically increase your sales with Proposal Maker! 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Proposal Maker is a Windows program and will run on any com-

puter with Windows 2000 or higher including Windows 7. 

PROPOSAL MAKER FEATURES 
* Creates Professional Sales Proposals 

* Works for both Commercial and Residential Applications 

* Creates Custom Packets with Multiple Documents including 

Credit Applications, Referral Letters, & Company Brochures  

* Includes Sample Documents from Hvac Sellutions 

* Completely Customizable with Many Pre-Built Styles 

* Includes a Large Library of Pictures from Numerous 

HVAC Equipment Manufacturers 

* Easily Add, Scale, and Place Your Own Pictures 

* Mix Graphics and Text in Any Way Desired 

* Automatically Places Charts, Graphs, and Reports from the 

AUDIT Program Wherever You Like in the Proposal 

* Requires the RHVAC or Energy Audit Program 

* Advanced Word Processor Features Like Microsoft Word 

* Creates PDF Files of  Proposals and Emails Them for You! 

* Imports and Exports Word DOC Files 

* No Copy Protection Hassles! 

DEMONSTRATION VERSION 

Proposal Maker is best evaluated with Elite’s Energy Audit or 

RHVAC program. A functional demo of Proposal Maker is in-

cluded in the demo and full version of Energy Audit and 

RHVAC. The only difference from a demo and full version of 

Proposal Maker is that the demo version will provide previews 

of proposals, but will not print them. Visit www.elitesoft.com 

and download a copy of Elite’s Energy Audit program to see 

how you can increase your sales today! 
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